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This work is based on my doctoral thesis, which was accepted at Humboldt-University Berlin in 2014. It is closely linked to a large-scale research project on ‘Treaties
and Subsequent Practice’. This project was funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) and contributed to a project of the United Nations’ International Law
Commission (ILC) on ‘Subsequent Agreements and Subsequent Practice in Relation to Interpretation of Treaties’ led by Special Rapporteur Georg Nolte.
The interrelationship between these projects generated valuable synergies. On
the one hand, the thesis informed part of the Special Rapporteur’s final report on
the topic. On the other hand, it profited from deep insights into the ILC’s work.
Being part of the Special Rapporteur’s research staff, I was fortunate to have had
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An academic work may label one single author. However, it will always be the
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and to always remain critical towards simplistic truths.
In addition to Professor Gerd Seidel, who gave the second review on my doctoral thesis, I am very grateful to Professor Janbernd Oebbecke and his staff at the
University of Muenster. During my undergraduate studies, they set an unparalleled
example of cordial, sincere, and sympathetic collegiality, which will inspire me
throughout my professional career.
I also gratefully acknowledge the support of the German Academic Scholarship
Foundation (Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes). Its merit doctoral scholarship
did not only entail personal space and freedom for finishing my thesis but also
offered a stimulating academic environment.
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